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EXPRESSION/FORM/RHYTHM/MELODY
LISTENING; CREATING; MOVING

Grades 3-6
Bonus Lesson #4: 
Firebird Finale
Sing & Play a Theme

National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #2:
Performing
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #3:
Responding
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4:
Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards:
(Progress Points) 
 
B.  Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a variety of cultures. 
C.  Create music in simple forms to be performed with dance, drama, or in response to a work of visual 

art.
E.  Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, [voices,] ensembles and 

musical forms. 
F.  Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and] informal [live and] recorded 

performances. 

Critical Thinking Skills (measurable verbs, Bloom’s Taxonomy)
Demonstrate/practice/use

Curricular Connections (language arts)
Vocabulary: finale; theme; theme and variations
Also review previous vocabulary: ballet; programmatic; conductor; composer

Conceptual Learning (“I can…” or “I demonstrated that music can…”)
A finale is a big ending; a theme is a main melody. I can sing and play a theme from “Finale” in 
The Firebird by Igor Stravinsky. I can move to the main pulse (beat) of the music. 

Objectives or Student Learning Outcomes:
Students will sing, use solfege and note names, and play a Theme using mallet instruments.
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Materials:
• Teacher’s Resource, the story of The Firebird
• video projection of youtube clips:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzPsJ_ikpGE (orchestra only with Stravinsky 
conducting): Begin at 25:20 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vMS26bMiws (ballet) (Begin at 46:28)

• Theme of “Finale” from The Firebird by Stravinsky (transposed to key of C - see below)
• Kodaly Hand Signs
• Paper Practice Xylophone, Basic
• xylophones, metallophones, and glockenspiels with two mallets at each one
• (optional, for Extension) scarves of solid colors, from lightest to darkest

Sequence:
1. Review vocabulary from previous lessons: “What is a ballet?” (A type of dance that expresses 
music through movement that requires a great deal of physical coordination and athletic skill. In 
some cases, ballet expresses music that is programmatic and depicts a story or something else 
specific.)

2. “What is a ‘finale’?” (a grand or big ending, usually to a long piece) Make the connections 
between the use of this word in general and how it is similar to its musical meaning.

3. “What is a ‘theme’?” (the main idea, or the main musical idea). Display the Theme of “Finale” 
from The Firebird by Stravinsky. “What is the name of the first note?” (G) “With middle C as 
Do, what syllable is the note G?” (So or Sol) Help the class figure out which syllable each of the 
notes is, and use Curwen-Glover Hand Signs while singing the theme with solfege (or, have 
the class sing on “loo”). Point out the time signature (3/2) and show how a half note will get one 
count and a whole note will get two counts. Sing with solfege in a slow but steady 3.

4. Next, help the class figure out the note names of each of the notes. Sing the Theme using 
note names. 

5. Point out the note names on the Paper Practice Xylophone, Basic. Have all students practice 
playing the Theme on their own copy using their index fingers while singing the note names. 
[Note to teacher: The key of C is not the original key of the recordings and videos, but was 
chosen for ease of use.]

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/Stravinsky_Teachers_Resource.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzPsJ_ikpGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzPsJ_ikpGE
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/KodalyHandSigns.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/Paper_Practice_Xylophone.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/Paper_Practice_Xylophone.pdf
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6. Have some or all of the students transfer to actual xylophones, metallophones, and 
glockenspiels, first practicing the Theme with fingertips only; next, play with mallets. Give 
feedback and practice again. If desired, switch to new players.

7. Review the Teacher’s Resource, the story of The Firebird, explaining where the “Infernal 
Dance” left off in the previous lessons and the rest of the story. Share with the class that the 
Theme of “Finale” begins after the creatures have been asleep, after the Firebird tells Ivan about 
the source of Katchei’s power being in a large magic egg, and after Ivan destroyed the egg to 
break Katchei’s spell. He is then able to marry the Princess, and everything is “real” again.
 
8. Review the difference between a composer (someone who writes music) and a conductor 
(the director that leads the performing group).Watch a performance of this piece featuring Igor 
Stravinsky conducting his own piece, found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzPsJ_ikpGE. 
(Begin at 25:20.)

Tell the students that the video is from around the year 1960 and is in black and white. Have 
them raise their hand every time they hear the Theme, and ask them to count how many times 
they hear it. “How many times did you hear the complete melody?” (11) Share that this melody 
or theme is from a Russian folk song or hymn. 

9. Have students check their answers by counting, listening and watching again, but using a 
different version; if desired, the teacher can play a triangle at the beginning of each recurrence 
of the Theme. Next, watch a performance of the ballet to the “Finale” at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=6vMS26bMiws (Begin at 46:28.)

10. Discuss the ballet video and contrast it with the first video. Discuss the ways in which 
Stravinsky changes this melody or theme; introduce the term Theme and Variations. 

11. Select words from the list given at the beginning of this lesson; go over the meaning of 
these vocabulary words and how they are used when describing music; use academic language 
related to music; describe language function (add to Word Wall).

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/Stravinsky_Teachers_Resource.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzPsJ_ikpGE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vMS26bMiws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vMS26bMiws
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Closure/Questions:
1. “How did the composer vary the theme and keep it interesting?” (share answers)
2. “Who composed this piece, and also conducted in one of the videos we watched?” (Igor 

Stravinsky)
3. Refer to the vocabulary listed for this lesson and see if students know what the words or 

terms mean. “What words have been added to our Word Wall today? What does each 
word mean, and how do we use it to describe music?” Share answers, and elaborate on 
the language function and academic language of each word in relation to music and other 
connections.

Assessment/Evaluation:
Summative
 [Name of Student] can sing, use hand signs, and play the Theme:
…all of the time (a top rating of 5)
…most of the time (4)
…some of the time (3)
…not yet (0–2)

Extension:
Stage a theatrical “ballet” to fit the music of the “Finale”: 
Give each child a solid-colored scarf, organized from lightest in color to darkest in color. 
Beginning with the lightest color, gradually add in more children with gradually darker-
colored scarves as each repetition of the Theme is played in the music – using the video with 
Stravinsky conducting at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzPsJ_ikpGE. (Begin at 25:20.) . 
Children move to the steady beat, beginning at the slow tempo, gently moving their scarves up 
and down like a large, graceful bird. The teacher can cue each new group with a triangle at the 
start of each repetition of the Theme. At the very end (Coda, after the timpani “quarter notes”), 
dancers make gestures with each arm to fit the long notes of the ending, then crouch down 
and raise their bodies with both arms extended upward, to match the large crescendo at the 
very end of the piece.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzPsJ_ikpGE

